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Glioblastoma (GBM) is associated with disproportionately high morbidity and mortality, reflecting the need
to develop new diagnostic and therapeutic targets for this disease. Recently, accumulating evidence has
suggested that small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) are gaining prominence and are more actively involved in
tumorigenesis than previously thought. However, no report concerning the implication of snoRNAs in
glioma has been published to date. In our study, SNORD76 was first found to be inversely associated with
Hox Transcript Antisense Intergenic RNA (HOTAIR) knockdown, and surprisingly, forcibly expressed
SNORD76 inhibited proliferation and growth of glioma cells. Moreover, downregulation of SNORD76 led
to a more malignant phenotype. The pleiotropy of SNORD76 overexpression could be achieved at least
partially through inducing cell cycle arrest at S phase by affecting the Rb-associated cell cycle regulation.
Enforced SNORD76 expression in orthotopic tumors resulted in decreased tumor growth and the reduction
of tumor volume. Additionally, in surgically resected glioma tissues, SNORD76, not its host gene, was
associated with the WHO classification and was selectively downregulated in GBM (WHO grade IV).
Collectively, our study adds to a growing body of evidence for the participation of snoRNAs in gliomagenesis
and is the first to implicate a snoRNA in glioblastoma.

U
nearthed from the forgotten landscape of ‘dark genomic matter’, non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) have
become rising stars in cancer genetics. However, unlike the super star ‘microRNAs’, there are relatively
few studies on the contributions of small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs)1,2 to the genesis and progression of

cancer3. snoRNAs are evolutionally conserved small ncRNA molecules of approximately 60–300 nucleotides in
length that are predominantly found in the nucleolus and can be divided into two groups according to the rRNA
modification type: C/D box snoRNAs (SNORDs) guide 29-O-methylation while H/ACA box snoRNAs
(SNORAs) guide pseudouridylation4–6. In the past few years, the common assumption that snoRNAs only act
as housekeeping genes has been challenged due to the converging evidence demonstrating that snoRNAs are
involved in the control of cell fate and oncogenesis7–13. For example, h5sn2, a H/ACA box snoRNA that is highly
expressed in normal brain but is decreased dramatically in meningioma, first linked snoRNA with human
malignancy14. U50, a potential tumor suppressive C/D box snoRNA identified at locus 6q14.3, was discovered
with a preference for a homozygous two-base pair (TT) deletion in prostate cancer9, whereas a heterozygous
genotype of the deletion occurred more frequently in breast cancer10. In addition, SNORD112-114 located at the
DLK1-DIO3 locus was found to be overexpressed in acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL) with the potential to
affect Rb/p16 cell cycle regulation12. These independent reports on snoRNAs provide evidence for the functional
importance of snoRNAs in cancer and suggest that, far beyond our imagination, snoRNAs are more actively
involved in tumorigenesis.

Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM), the most common and biologically aggressive malignant glioma with a
median survival ranging from 12 to 15 months15–17, is associated with a deterioration in neurocognitive function,
decreased functional independence, and a progressive decrease in health-related quality of life18,19. Thus far, no
further improvements in GBM outcome have been documented since the introduction of radiotherapy-temo-
zolomide therapy in 200518. Therefore, the primary rationales for the precise diagnostic and prognostic biomar-
kers and effective therapeutic targets for GBMs have been intensely studied by neuro-oncologists worldwide.
However, excluding the progress made regarding protein coding genes and miRNAs, little attention has been paid
to the oncogenic or tumor suppressive roles of snoRNAs in GBMs. Given the increasing evidence of certain
snoRNAs as potential regulators of cell fate and insight into the molecular mechanisms by which snoRNAs may
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carry out these regulatory functions, research is required to compre-
hensively understand the mechanisms by which aberrant snoRNAs
contribute to the development and progression of cancer.

In the present study, we identified a C/D box snoRNA U76
(SNORD76), a small nucleolar RNAs excised from the third intron
of growth arrest-specific transcript 5 (GAS5), while performing
transcriptome sequencing for differently expressed genes after Hox
Transcript Antisense Intergenic RNA (HOTAIR) knockdown (data
not shown). Our previous work on HOTAIR identified HOTAIR is
an independent prognostic factor and a cell cycle-associated long
ncRNA20. Thus, we hypothesized that SNORD76, whose expression
was elevated after HOTAIR knockdown, might act as a tumor sup-
pressive gene that is suppressed by HOTAIR-mediated epigene-
tic modification, or an oncogene that compensates for the loss of
HOTAIR, rather than a housekeeping gene in GBM. Surprisingly, we
found that forced SNORD76 expression inhibits the tumorigenicity
of glioma cells by inducing retinoblastoma gene (Rb)-associated cell
cycle arrest. Additionally, in surgically resected brain tumor speci-
mens, SNORD76 expression was significantly decreased in GBM
(WHO grade IV). Therefore, SNORD76 may have a tumor suppress-
ive role in brain tumorigenesis by arresting tumor cells in S phase,
rather than just a simple reflection of the cellular stress or a second-
ary effect of cancer transformation.

Results
SNORD76 expression inversely associates with HOTAIR alteration
in glioma cells. To determine whether the increase of SNORD76
following the HOTAIR siRNA-expressing lentivirus treatment was
coincidental, we used quantitative PCR to evaluate the expression of
HOTAIR, SNORD76, and GAS5 in 5 glioma cell lines (U87, U87-
EGFRvIII, LN229, U251 and SNB19). In the 5 examined glioma cell
lines, LN229 and U87-MG expressed higher HOTAIR, while lower
SNORD76 expression was found in U87-MG and U87-EGFRvIII
(Fig. 1A–C). However, U87-EGFRvIII, a cell line derived from U87-
MG by stably expressing EGFRvIII mutant, may have the similar
cellular background with U87-MG. Thus, in the present study, we
decided to perform HOTAIR knockdown experiments in LN229
and U87-MG, and then SNORD76 overexpression in U87-MG and
U251. In the same manner, HOTAIR overexpression experiments
were performed in U251 and U87-EGFRvIII, and SNORD76 knock-
down in LN229 and SNB19.

After infection with a lentivirus expressing HOTAIR siRNA, the
HOTAIR expression reduced by approximately 50% in U87-MG and
LN229 (Fig. 1D, p , 0.01). Consequently, SNORD76 in both cell
lines increased by approximately 2-fold (Fig. 1E, p , 0.01); however,
in U87-MG, GAS5 showed an unexpected decrease, while in LN229
no significant change was detected (Fig. 1F). On the contrary, forced
HOTAIR expression by lentiviruses expressing full transcript of
HOTAIR led to a significant decrease in SNORD76 expression while
no significant change in GAS5 expression was observed (Fig. 1G,
p , 0.05; 1H, p , 0.05; 1I, p . 0.05). Therefore, we deduced that
HOTAIR regulates the expression of SNORD76 through a previously
undetermined mechanism rather than the canonical role in medi-
ating epigenetic modification (see the discussion). In addition, dis-
proportional expressions of GAS5 and its embedded snoRNAs after
interventions have been previously reported by other studies8,21.

SNORD76 inhibits cell growth and proliferation in vitro. As increasing
evidence suggests that snoRNAs are more than monotonous elements
in post-transcriptional modification and have been implicated in
cancer development and progression, we therefore constructed a
lentivirus vector encoding a full-length transcript of SNORD76 to
verify whether SNORD76 plays a potentially functional role in
glioma. After a 48 h infection, SNORD76 expression levels in both
U87-MG and U251 increased by over 6-fold (Fig. 2A, p , 0.01).

Interestingly, only a slight change in GAS5 expression was observed
in both cell lines (Fig. 2B).

To study the biological implication of SNORD76, we performed
MTT and soft-agar colony formation assay to determine SNORD76’s
influence on glioma cell proliferation and growth. Forced SNORD76
expression in U87-MG and U251 reduced the proliferation rate of both
cell lines (Fig. 2C). In addition, anchorage-independent growth was
also impaired in SNORD76 overexpressing groups, which were repre-
sented by a lower volume and number of spheroids compared with
cancer cells infected with a nonsense control (Fig. 2D, p , 0.05). Prior
to performing SNORD76 loss-of-function experiments, we examined
the knockdown efficacy of the three designed siRNAs targeting
SNORD76. Both the si-SNORD76-2 and si-SNORD76-3, which could
significantly decrease the expression of SNORD76 in both cell lines,
were chosen to knockdown SNORD76 in the follow experiments to
evade the potential off-target effect(Fig. 2E, p , 0.05). Subsequently, in
LN229 and SNB19 that express higher endogenous SNORD76, knock-
down of SNORD76 using the selected siRNAs increased the prolifera-
tion rate and anchorage-independent growth, which led to a more
malignant phenotype (Fig. 2F–G). The observations from the gain-
and loss-of-function experiments were previously unknown, and
hence, the possible underlying mechanism needs to be explored.

Ectopic expression of SNORD76 inhibits tumorigenicity by arrest-
ing cancer cells in S phase of the cell cycle. The above observation
demonstrated that enforced SNORD76 expression inhibited the growth
and proliferation of glioma cells. However, the underlying mechanism is
still unknown. Propidium iodide staining with flow cytometry analysis
showed that overexpressing SNORD76 resulted in the accumulation
of cells in S phase at 48 h following lentivirus infection. Additionally,
consistent with a previously characterized tumor suppressive role in
glioma, exit from S phase was seemingly blocked after SNORD76
treatment because there was no significant increase in the G2 phase
(Fig. 3A). It is clear that controlling the progression of cells into and
through the S phase of the cell cycle is important in regulating DNA
synthesis and thus cell proliferation. Fluctuations of cyclin A1 and
cyclin B1 normally reach a peak in the G2-M transition of the cell
cycle22, and in this study, the expression levels of the cyclins were down-
regulated significantly in the glioma cells overexpressing SNORD76
(Fig. 3B), corresponding to a cyclin-expression pattern of S phase
arrested cells. Intriguingly, Rb and p107 of the Rb family, rather than
p130, were expressed differently in SNORD76-treated cells, with
an increased expression of Rb and decreased p107 (Fig. 3B). p130
expression could not be detected in the U251 cell line. Additionally,
the hyperphosphorylated Rb (pRb) expression was paradoxically
elevated in SNORD76-overexpressing cells. Other cell cycle related
proteins, such as CDK2, Brg1 and E2F1, remained unchanged. Our
results are consistent with a previous study by Zhang et al23, which
showed that Rb can form a complex with Brg1 that cooperatively
inhibits exit from S phase. Therefore, our observations demonstrated
that SNORD76 overexpression inhibits the tumorigenicity of glioma
cells by affecting the Rb-associated cell cycle regulation.

Forced SNORD76 expression in U87-MG cells impedes orthotopic
tumor growth in vivo. Given that SNORD76 inhibited tumorigenicity
in vitro, we hypothesized that SNORD76 would be associated with a
repression of in vivo tumorigenicity. Prior to implantation, we co-
infected U87-MG tumor cells with lentiviruses expressing luciferase
and a nonsense control or SNORD76 for 48 h, and then intracranially
injected the pre-treated cells into nude mice. In vivo imaging analysis
of the mice 1, 10, 20 and 30 days after implantation revealed that
the growth of orthotopic tumors was significantly inhibited by forced
expression of SNORD76 (Fig. 4A–B, p , 0.05). Likewise, treating with
SNORD76 was associated with a significantly longer survival rate of the
mice (Fig. 4C, p , 0.05). Similarly, hematoxylin and eosin staining of
the brain tissues resected from the orthotopic models showed that the
SNORD76-treated tumor volume was reduced when compared to those
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treated with nonsense control (Fig. 4D). Furthermore, IHC showed
decreased expression of cyclin A1, cyclin B1 and p107 and the in-
creased expression of Rb and pRb, which were consistent with the in
vitro results (Fig. 4E). Altogether, these in vivo findings demonstrate
that SNORD76 overexpression inhibits in vivo tumorigenicity of glioma
cells.

SNORD76 downregulation is associated with an aggressive pheno-
type in glioma. To investigate the clinical relevance of SNORD76 in
gliomas, we performed quantitative PCR on surgically resected glioma
tissues of WHO grade II (n 5 20), grade III (n 5 22), and grade IV
(n 5 21). Overall, compared with gliomas of WHO grade II and III,

SNORD76 displayed a significantly lower expression in glioblastoma
(WHO grade IV), while there was no significant difference between
tumors with lower grades (Fig. 5A, p , 0.05). In addition, the ex-
pression of GAS5, the host gene of SNORD76, showed no significant
differences in the clinical samples (Fig. 5B). Collectively, detection of
SNORD76 expression might potentially be a usable biomarker for
glioblastoma.

Discussion
In the past two decades, there has been important progress in our
understanding of the molecular pathogenesis of malignant gliomas,
whose malignant transformation results from the sequential accu-

Figure 1 | SNORD76, rather than its host gene (GAS5), is elevated after HOTAIR knockdown in glioma cell lines. Detection of HOTAIR (A),

SNORD76 (B) and GAS5 (C) expression by qRT-PCR in glioma cell lines. Numbers above solid bars are the relative expression when compared to U87-

MG. (D) Quantitative PCR validation of HOTAIR knockdown efficacy in LN229 and U87-MG glioma cell lines. (E) and (F) Expression of SNORD76 and

GAS5 as determined by qPCR after HOTAIR siRNA treatment. The expression of HOTAIR (G), SNORD76 (H), and GAS5 (I) was measured by qPCR

after infection with lentivirus expressing the full length of HOTAIR. All data represent means 6 s.e.m. of three experiments performed in triplicate.

*P , 0.05, **P , 0.01 (Student’s t test), ns, no significant difference (P $ 0.05) relative to the control group.
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mulation of genetic aberrations and the dysregulation of growth-
factor signaling pathways17. However, little light has been shed on
the non-protein coding genome or transcriptome in cancer, except
for miRNAs, which are well characterized by target recognition and
regulatory functions24,25. It is not until recently that snoRNAs have

been justified to have a functional role in carcinogenesis. Despite the
emerging insights into the intriguing new roles for snoRNAs in
various types of cancer, there are no previous reports about
snoRNAs in gliomas. In our study, we found that interventions on
the expression of HOTAIR placed an adverse impact on SNORD76.

Figure 2 | SNORD76 inhibits cell growth and proliferation of glioma cell lines. (A) Determination of SNORD76 expression by qPCR and the

corresponding expression of GAS5 (B) after 48 h infection with lentivirus encoding the full-length transcript of SNORD76 (lenti-SNORD76).

(C) Proliferation rates of glioma cells infected with a SNORD76-expressing lentivirus were measured by MTT assay (n 5 6). (D) Anchorage-dependent

growth of glioma cells was determined by soft-agar colony formation assay (n 5 3). The left panel was representative image taken by phase contrast

microscope, and the right panel was total spheroid count in 5 randomly chosen fields at 1003 magnification. (E) Knocking-down efficacy of three

different SNORD76 siRNA sequences. Cell proliferation rates (F) and anchorage-dependent growth (G) were evaluated after SNORD76 siRNA

treatment. Error bars represent s.d (C, D, F, G) and s.e.m (A, B, E). The black scale bar corresponds to 50 mm. *P , 0.05, **P , 0.01 (Student’s t test), ns,

no significant difference (P $ 0.05) relative to the control group.
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However, this regulatory effect might be executed beyond the canon-
ical function as a scaffold molecule for the histone methyltransferase
complex, transcriptionally repressing the HOTAIR-targeting genes26.
SNORD76, located in the third intron of the GAS5 DNA sequence27,
is a ‘‘by-product’’ of appropriately processing nascent GAS5 RNA
(pre-RNA) into mature GAS5 RNA, which means that the alterations
in the expression of GAS5 and SNORD76 will be consistent once they
were regulated by HOTAIR transcriptionally. Based on our observa-
tions, GAS5 was barely affected by the altered expression of HOTAIR
while SNORD76 was negatively associated with HOTAIR. LncRNAs,
such as MALAT-1, have been previously reported to regulate alterna-
tive splicing of pre-RNA that will lead to an increasing amount of

dissociated segments that encoding by the introns, of which can
be further processed into mature snoRNAs28. Therefore, we deduced
that HOTAIR possibly regulates SNORD76 in a non-canonical
mechanism – splicing regulation other than epigenetic silencing.
This phenomenon can be supported by previous reports of dispro-
portionate expression patterns between snoRNAs and their host
genes after the same intervention21,29.

SNORD76 has no known function in cancer other than the canon-
ical function of rRNA 29-O-methylation, whereas HOTAIR, a long
intervening non-coding RNA mediating epigenetic modification,
was previously reported to be associated with poor prognosis and
histological grade in gliomas20. We performed gain- and loss-of-

Figure 3 | Overexpression of SNORD76 arrests glioma cells at S phase. (A) Cell cycle distribution analysis of U87-MG and U251 glioma cells infected

with lenti-NC or lenti-SNORD76 (n 5 3). (B) Western blot analysis of the cell cycle associated proteins.
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function experiments to explore the possible functional role of
SNORD76 in glioma tumorigenesis. Overexpression of SNORD76
by a lentivirus vector could suppress the proliferation and growth of
low endogenous SNORD76 glioma cell lines and, in contrast, sup-
pression of SNORD76 in higher SNORD76 cell lines led to a more
malignant phenotype. Collectively, we suggested that this small nuc-
leolar RNA, SNORD76, could be a tumor suppressor in glioma rather
than a monotonous element in response to oncogenic HOTAIR
alterations. Even though the anti-tumor effect of SNORD76 was
observed in glioma in vitro, there is still, so far, no clear explanation
for this phenomenon. PI-staining flow cytometry analysis showed
that forced SNORD76 expression arrested glioma cells at S phase of
the cell cycle, providing a clue that SNORD76 may affect the express-

ion of cell cycle-associated proteins. It has been documented that
suppression of oncogenic SNORD42 in non-small cell lung cancer
could increase apoptosis through a p53-dependent manner8 and
SNORD114-1 promotes the cell growth through affecting the Rb/
p16 cell cycle regulation12. Western blot analysis of cell cycle-assoc-
iated proteins, especially focused on those related to the regulation of
the S/G2 phase of the cell cycle, found that the expressions of Rb,
pRb, p107, cyclin A1 and cyclin B1 were altered after SNORD76
overexpression. The expression of Rb and pRb increased by ectopic
SNORD76 expression, which in turn, led to cell cycle arrest at S
phase. Phosphorylation of Rb protein releases the G1 blockade that
in turn, increases the G1/S phase transition. Moreover, Rb has been
reported to act as a key regulator of the exit from G1 and S phase of

Figure 4 | SNORD76 overexpression impairs in vivo tumorigenicity of glioma cells. (A) Representative images of bioluminescence in mice on days

1, 10, 20, and 30 after implantation. (B) Quantitative analysis of these images revealed inhibited growth of the lenti-SNORD76 treated U87-MG tumors

in vivo (n 5 3). (C) Animal survival analysis (n 5 10, Log-rank (Mantel-Cox) test). (D) Hematoxylin and eosin staining (H&E) of the tumor

(marked with ‘T’) derived from U87-MG cells. (E) Immunohistochemical staining (IHC) of the proteins that were previously found to be altered in

response to SNORD76 overexpression in vitro. The black scale bar corresponds to 200 mm. All data represent means 6 s.d. *P , 0.05 (Student’s t test).

Figure 5 | SNORD76 expression, rather than its host gene (GAS5), is downregulated in surgically resected glioblastoma (WHO grade IV) tissues.
(A) Compared with glioma tissues of WHO grade II (n 5 20) and grade III (n 5 22), tissues from glioblastoma (n 5 21) displayed lower SNORD76

expression as determined by qPCR. (B) No clinically significant difference in GAS5 expression among tested glioma tissues of WHO grade II, III and IV

was detected. *P , 0.05 (ANOVA); ns, no significant difference (P $ 0.05) relative to the other group.
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cell cycle by forming Rb-E2F-HDAC (histone deacetylase) and Rb-
Brg1 repressive complex, respectively23,30. In lines with S phase arrest,
the expression of cyclin A1 and cyclin B1, which peaked at G2-M
phase of the cell cycle, was significantly reduced after SNORD76
overexpression31. However, the mechanism by which SNORD76
increased the expression of Rb remained unknown. Recently, a paper
published on Cell extended pseudouridylated types of RNA to mRNA,
which was previously characterized as a typical modification in ribo-
somal RNA and spliceosomal RNA. Pseudouridylation of mRNA
by the H/ACA box snoRNAs (SNORAs) enhances the transcript
stability32. Being another essential component of snoRNAs, we there-
fore deduced that some of the C/D box snoRNAs (SNORDs), the key
mediators of rRNA 29-O-methylation, might also play a previously
unrecognized role in mRNA modification, and thus increase the
mRNA stability.

It is attractive to further identify whether enforced SNORD76
expression could impede tumor growth in vivo, because SNORD76
was shown to inhibit tumor growth and proliferation in vitro. Sur-
prisingly, in orthotopic mouse models, the growth of tumors derived
from SNORD76 overexpressing U87-MG cells was significantly
inhibited and importantly, SNORD76-treated mice demonstrated a
more favorable outcome when compared to the mice treated with the
nonsense control. We supposed that impairments of cell growth and
proliferation that alleviate the neoplastic extrusion towards normal
brain were responsible for this difference in survival. Both the in vitro
and in vivo suppression of glioma by overexpressing SNORD76 laid
the groundwork for SNORD76 to be developed into a promising
therapeutic or ancillary target for effectively combined treatment
in the future. In addition, despite the works on glioma cell lines,
SNORD76 was found to express exclusively lower in glioblastoma
samples (WHO grade IV) than those of the other histological grades
(WHO grade II and III), which gave rise to the possibility that
SNORD76 could be used as a specific biomarker for GBM.

In summary, HOTAIR could regulate the expression of SNORD76
independent of regulation of the expression of GAS5, and SNORD76
caused marked repression of glioma growth in vitro and in vivo. The
tumor suppression could be achieved at least partially through indu-
cing S phase arrest in a Rb-associated manner. SNORD76 may act as
a potential tumor suppressive gene in the development and progres-
sion of glioblastoma and may be a potential specific glioblastoma
biomarker. Though our findings first link snoRNAs with the glio-
magenesis, we have to recognize that more works need to be done to
identify the underlying mechanisms.

Methods
Cell culture. Human U87-MG, LN229, U251, and SNB19 GBM cells were obtained
from the China Academia Sinica Cell Repository (Shanghai, China). U87-EGFRvIII
was a kind gift from Prof. Ren Huan (Harbin Medical University). The GBM cells
were maintained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagles medium (DMEM; Gibco)
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Gibco), and additionally 400 mg/
mL G418 (EMD bioscience) for U87-EGFRvIII at 37uC in a 5% CO2 atmosphere in a
humidified chamber.

Clinical specimens. Freshly resected tissue was immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen
for subsequent total RNA extraction. All grades of glioma specimens with clinical data
were collected from Beijing Sanbo Brain Hospital. The study was approved by the
hospital institutional review board, and written informed consent was obtained from
all of the patients.

RNA extraction and quantitative real-time PCR analysis. Total RNA was extracted
using TRIzol (Invitrogen). qRT-PCR assays were performed to measure the
expression levels of SNORD76, HOTAIR, and GAS5. Real-time PCR was performed
using the SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. Primers specific for each of the signaling molecules were
designed using NCBI/Primer-BLAST and used to generate the PCR products.
Expression levels of GAPDH were used for normalization and quantification of
HOTAIR and GAS5 expression levels, while the expression level of RNU6 was used
for SNORD76 expression quantification. For the quantification of gene amplification,
real-time PCR was performed using the DNA Engine Opticon 2 Two-Color Real-
Time PCR detection system (Bio-Rad Laboratories) in the presence of SYBR-Green.
Real-time PCR data were analyzed by the comparative Ct method33. The following

gene-specific primers were used: SNORD76 (F: 59-TGACAGTTTATTTGCTAC-
TCTTGAG-39; R: 59- TAAGATAATGGTGGTTAAGATCCTC-39); GAS5 (F: 59-
CTTCTGGGCTCAAGTGATCCT-39; R: 59-TTGTGCCATGAGACTCCATCAG-
39); HOTAIR (F: 59-GAGAAAAGGCTGAAATGGAGGACC-39; R: 59-TCTTCCC-
TCCTCTGGCTCTCTCTC-39); GAPDH (F: 59-CTCAAGGGCATCCTGGGCTAC-
39; R: 59-CAGCCCCAGCGTCAAAGGT-39); RNU6 (F: 59-ATTGGAACGATAC-
AGAGAAGATT-39; R: 59-GGAACGCTTCACGAATTTG-39).

Lentivirus preparation and in vitro infection. Lentiviral vectors expressing
nonsense control (NC), HOTAIR siRNA (sense: 59-
CCACAUGAACGCCCAGAGA-39), SNORD76 (NCBI Reference Sequence:
NR_003942.1), HOTAIR (NCBI Reference Sequence: NR_047518.1) or luciferase
were all generated by GenePharma (Shanghai, China). Cell infections were carried
out according to GenePharma’s recommendations.

RNA interference. Three pairs of siRNAs designed to knockdown SNORD76
expression and one pair of non-sense control RNA were purchased from Ribobio
(Guangzhou, China). Transfection was performed by using Opti-MEM medium and
Lipofectamine 3000 (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. siRNA
targeted sequences are listed below: si-SNORD76-1 (59-CCACAATGATGACAGT-
TTA-39), si-SNORD76-2 (59-GCTACTCTTGAGTGCTAGA-39), and si-SNORD76-
3 (59-GAGGATCTTAACCACCATT-39).

Cell cycle analysis. Glioma cells were infected with lenti-SNORD76 or lenti-nonsense
control. After fixation in 70% ethanol and RNase A treatment, cells were stained with
propidium iodide. DNA content was analyzed by flow cytometry.

MTT assay. Cell growth rates were measured by MTT assay. Cells were plated in 96-
well plates and treated as indicated. Following treatment, each well was incubated
with 20 mL of 5 mg/mL 3-[4,5-dimethylthiazol-2yl]-2,5-diphenyl-tetrazolium
bromide (MTT) for 4 h in a CO2 incubator at 37uC. The medium was aspirated and
0.2 mL DMSO was added per well. Proliferation rates were measured by a
colorimetric assay of formazan intensity in a plate reader at 490 nm.

Soft-agar colony formation assay. Anchorage-independent growth was evaluated by
the clonogenicity of cells on soft-agar. Briefly, plates were precoated with 0.7%
agarose as the bottom layer. Cells were seeded at a density of 1000 cells per 24-well in
triplicate for each cell line and cultured in 0.35% agarose as the top layer in DMEM
plus 10% FBS at 37uC for 10 days. The cells were kept wet by adding a small amount of
culture media. Colony numbers were counted under the microscope at 1003

magnification.

Western blot analysis and immunohistochemistry (IHC). Western blotting and
IHC assays were performed as previously described34. The antibodies used were anti-
Rb, anti-pRb, anti-E2F1, and anti-GAPDH from Cell Signaling Technology; anti-
CDK2, anti-cyclin A1, and anti-cyclin B1 from Santa Cruz Biotechnology; anti-p107
and anti-p130 from Abcam; and anti-Brg1 from Bioss. Then, expression of GAPDH
was used as an internal control.

Nude mouse tumor intracranial model. The orthotopic tumor models were
constructed as previously described35. Paraffin-embedded sections (8 mm) were
stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) and used for IHC analysis. When
experimental animals were used, the research followed the internationally recognized
guidelines on animal welfare and local and national regulations. The overall survival
curves were plotted according to the Kaplan-Meier method.

Statistical analysis. Statistical analysis was performed using the SPSS Graduate Pack,
version 11.0, statistical software (SPSS). Data are presented as means 6 s.e.m. of three
independent experiments or means 6 s.d. performed in triplicate. One-way ANOVA
was used for comparison among the different groups. When the ANOVA was
significant, post hoc testing of differences between groups was performed using a LSD
test. A P-value , 0.05 was considered to be significant.
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